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a bad story told well is 
often more powerful than 
a good story told badly. 
 
(unfortunately)



Every good story has: 
a beginning 
a middle 
an end.

Grabs attention.  
Makes continuing 
seem worthwhile.



Every good story has: 
a beginning 
a middle 
an end.

Adds depth, 
complexity, & 

character. 

Builds tension.



Every good story has: 
a beginning 
a middle 
an end.Creates a sense of 

resolution. 

Changes the 
person.



a story needs: 

drama
Wall-e, 2008



a story needs: 

relatability
The Martian, 2015



 a story needs: 

immersion
Secret Garden, 1993



 a story needs: 

simplicityHarry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets, 2002



 a story needs: 

agency
Field of Dreams, 1989



 a story needs: 

familiarity
Avatar, 2009



INFORMATION

relevant, meaningful, new

McCandless, 2009



interesting storytelling: 
meaningful & relevant
What story do you want to tell?  

Is the story worthwhile? 

Why does it need to be told now, here? 

What do you need to make it visible?



INFORMATION

relevant, meaningful, new

easy, 
useful, 
usable, 
appropriate

FUNCTION

McCandless, 2009



functional storytelling: 
it’s useful & easy to use
How will it be read or used? 

What points of engagement are possible? 

How long will each engagement last? 

What will you expect people to “bring” to the experience?



INFORMATION

FORM

relevant, meaningful, new

easy, 
useful, 
usable, 
appropriate

appealing, organized

FUNCTION

McCandless, 2009



beautiful storytelling: 
considered &  
well structured
How can form reflect the subject matter; speak to the right 
group(s) of people in the appropriate tone and manner? 

How can it support your data? 

How can you make it appropriate for the medium and context 
of viewing? 

Does it rely on stereotypes and cliches? 

How can form support the story you want to tell?



INFORMATION

FORM

relevant, meaningful, new

honest, 
consistent, 

accurate

easy, 
useful, 
usable, 
appropriate

appealing, organized

FUNCTIONINTEGRITY
GOOD 
INFO 

DESIGN

McCandless, 2009



ethical storytelling: 
accurate & consistent
What information and resources do you have so that you can 
do the story justice? 

How can you make sure your information is accurate? 

What is your position (or angle)? Is it “fair”?  

How can you be transparent about your position?



3 characteristics of 
designed things
1. Make arguments—positional. 

2. Contribute to human knowledge—significant. 

3. Are complex agents that act upon our world—consequential.



the whole is greater  
than the sum of the parts



beautiful complexity
Charles Minard, 1869



Questions? Further conversation?

Hey, Thanks for Coming!

mradzikowska@mtroyal.ca  
milenaradzikowska.com  
@DrRadzikowska 

Gray Miller  
gray@creativegray.me 
creativegray.me 
@CreativeGray 

HUGE THANKS TO  
Johanna Oosterwyk & Benjamin Futa!!


